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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Race for Drone Delivery Supremacy To Speed “Retail 
Apocalypse” 

 

By Nicholas West 

Most of the economic headlines over the past several years have           
centered around the death of brick-and-mortar retail and its         
eventual replacement by online shopping. However, a debate        
continues to rage beneath the surface about the significance of          
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the numbers behind larger statements that we are in the midst of            
a “retail apocalypse”.  

For example, major retail store closures and bankruptcies such as          
Forever 21, Payless, Sears, Toys R Us, and dozens of other           
retailers that account for thousands of stores have shifted the          
narrative to a decidedly negative direction as they also represent          
an incredible physical presence. The visual impact alone of         
seeing these vast empty spaces can lead to dramatic conclusions.          
A full list of the casualties can even be found in its own Wikipedia              
entry.  

However, a great deal of other evidence suggests that beyond the           
attention-grabbing headlines of major retailers faltering, other       
industry leaders such as Target and Best Buy have adapted by           
opening smaller stores; and new retail offerings continue to tilt the           
statistics toward a net positive for brick-and-mortar retail growth         
both in store openings as well as overall sales.  

Here are a few charts from LandUseUSA that offer a compelling           
case against an end-times scenario: 
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Physical retail remains steady 
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This information has led some industry experts like Greg Petro          
writing for Forbes to conclude that the debate is far more nuanced            
than headline news is capable of delivering. Instead of an          
apocalypse, we might be on the cusp of a renaissance in retail            
that is being fueled by generational differences in how people          
perceive their connection to products and the experience of         
making a purchase.  

Whether or not ecommerce continues to grow at the current          
rate of about 17 percent a year, there is evidence that there            
may be a ceiling. A recent survey by ICSC of 9,000           
consumers found that slightly more than half of online         
shoppers said a nearby physical store is “important when         
buying online.” Another ICSC survey found that the newest         
customer cohort, Gen Z, believes by three-to-one that        
physical stores provide a better shopping experience, and 71         
percent of consumers under 30 years old said they shop for           
clothing mostly in stores. 

From his perch as a landlord, DLC’s Ifshin sees the trend in            
physical retail reflecting a generational shift. “Millennials are        
into experiences,” he says. “Clicking a mouse on Amazon is          
not an experience… 

He predicts that the evolving renaissance in physical retail         
will be fueled by younger generations of consumers who like          
to shop online but prefer to buy in-store. “Ship-to-store,” he          
says, “will one day kill Amazon.” Unless, of course, Amazon          
decides to build out a physical retail presence. The         
company’s recent decision to partner with Kohl’s to handle         
returns in-store may be the first step in that shift. The           
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surviving brands, wholesalers, and retailers will be those        
which know and listen to their customers rather than scary          
headlines. 

Much of this aligns with what I covered all the way back in Issue 5               
about the signs that are pointing to the death of globalism in the             
wake of more streamlined local manufacturing and consumer        
control over product creation and delivery.  

That said, we are coming off a recent Black Friday that           
ZeroHedge has highlighted as an ominous sign amid a wider          
trend for US department stores, according to this chart: 

 

Nevertheless, the wider trend shows record retail sales for this          
Black Friday in one form or another, so declaring its total demise            
seems pretty far off base. 

While economists tend not to agree as often as the general public            
assumes, and statistics can be massaged, it seems to be clear           
that a retail transformation is indeed taking place which favors a           
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trend toward businesses that are willing to streamline operations         
into a more responsive and efficient experience which is able to           
adapt more quickly to new consumer demands.  

Technology is naturally playing a pivotal role in the upheaval and           
transformation that we see in retail. Perhaps this is a better way to             
understand the deeper meaning behind the catch-phrase       
“apocalypse.” 

The recent arrival of drone deliveries very well could cause even           
further uncertainty about the future impact of technology on the          
retail landscape. It also could help to offset some of the concerns            
about Amazon that Petro outlined above by ushering in a more           
tailored “store-to-door” experience that satisfies a new generation        
of consumer. 

Residential Drone Deliveries Officially Take Flight 

In September, the FAA finally cleared the way for residential          
drone delivery by giving full certification to UPS to receive          
payment and roll out their Flight Forward program. 

This led to an immediate partnership with CVS and resulted in the            
first ever drone delivery of prescription medication to a patient’s          
doorstep. At first glance, this might not seem so monumental in           
modern areas of the U.S. where fast delivery is already to be            
expected. However, this not only opens up rural areas to speedy           
delivery, but it is expected to reduce delivery times to mere           
minutes from placing an order in more urban areas. Obviously in           
the medical field this is life-changing, but in retail it is already            
ushering in a race for drone-delivery supremacy.  
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Currently, the main competitors are somewhat predictably Google        
and Amazon. Google was the first to get a leg up when their             
affiliate, Wing, was given the go-ahead to begin testing in the U.S.            
The company already had extensively tested in Australia, making         
70,000 test flights and more than 3,000 deliveries, as AP          
reported.  

Wing subsequently chose a Walgreens in southern Virginia to         
begin testing on-demand retail orders through a Wing app that is           
slated to have 100 products available via “packs.” Local news          
reported: 

For example, those with a common cold can order the          
“cough/cold pack” with a variety of cough and cold products          
needed to restore health. 

Another example cited by Walgreens: parents at home with         
a sick child can order what is called the “baby pack” with            
items such as children’s ibuprofen, water, and more without         
having to leave the child. 

Yet when the fuller scope is understood, it becomes apparent why           
this drone race is expected to heat up exponentially in the coming            
months and years. Buried within another local report about Wing          
taking off in Christiansburg, Virginia is this stunning fact: 

“With this pilot, Walgreens will be in a unique position to           
capitalize on the convenience of drone delivery if and when it           
should expand, with approximately 78 percent of the U.S.         
population living within five miles of a Walgreens store,”         
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Vish Sankaran, chief innovation officer at Walgreens Boots        
Alliance, Inc., said in a statement. 

Of course Walgreens also has a pharmacy, so this would appear           
to offer further competition to CVS and prescription medication         
delivery.  

But when it comes to speedy delivery and the full range of            
products, most people think of Amazon and its Prime service,          
which promises same-day delivery in many cases, and even         
one-hour delivery in four locations. What will happen when this is           
decreased to mere minutes, and territory is quickly expanded via          
Amazon Prime Air?  

The main challenge for Amazon to fulfill these minutes-length         
deliveries, however, is the lack of distribution centers. There are          
already 13,000 Walgreens in the U.S. and another 13,000 in 11           
other countries around the world. CVS has around 400 stores in           
the U.S. by comparison. 

As you can see by the following map, there is a lot of empty              
space that Amazon would need to fill in order to be part of the              
new wave of drone delivery retail, at least as an industry leader: 
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The Amazon website states that “30 minutes or less” is the goal,            
but that would have to be assumed to be within range of one of              
the above locations. Moreover, Amazon states that it is testing in           
the U.S., UK, Austria, France and Israel only. Interestingly,         
Amazon’s lack of a retail presence would seem to put it at a             
disadvantage in this respect.  

Similar to Wing’s partnership model, Uber is in a perfect position           
to capitalize on drone delivery, having also been awarded FAA          
approval and already having an established cooperative network        
through Uber Eats. Their “Elevate” division could be both literal          
and figurative for the entire food sector that will become          
beneficiaries of Uber’s expansion. 

One aspect that is glossed over in most reports about a new            
economy of drone delivery is the environmental concern. It is          
something that I believe will become more obvious as further          
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restriction and taxation is levied from the “climate crisis” that I           
covered in last month’s issue of Counter Markets. Clearly, drone          
deliveries would in fact reduce vehicle emissions, delivery        
expenses, as well as reduce the number of drivers, thus reducing           
all of those additional human costs. The converging trends of          
enhanced government regulation and the growth of automation        
technology make drone delivery a perfect fit for any company          
wishing to be ahead of the curve on both of these trends.  

That said, there are a fair amount of logistical hurdles which might            
be insurmountable to all but the largest drone operators, namely: 

Government regulation – Chances are that only the largest tech          
and established delivery companies will receive certification in the         
foreseeable future. 

Package size limits – All of the current plans for drone delivery            
revolve around packages that weigh 5 pounds or less. Amazon          
states that 86% of their orders already fall into this range, but it’s             
still worth noting the restriction. 

Safety – Small drones designed to deliver light packages are          
going to be susceptible in less than ideal weather conditions.          
Even standard conditions could be problematic, as one YouTube         
commenter rightly noted, “Can one of these drones deliver to the           
87th floor in Chicago?”  

Crashes are likely to result with potential injuries. Not to mention           
the fact that commercial delivery drones have up to 12 rotating           
blades, making them akin to a flying lawnmower. They do have           
A.I. collision detection, but we need to have faith that it’s on point.             
Blade protectors seem like a logical solution, but they add weight           
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and can decrease performance. This might change with more         
innovation, or out of necessity. 

Noise – A single drone sounds like a swarm of bees passing by.             
Is it tenable to have hundreds or thousands flying around at any            
given time? Will there be time restrictions on deliveries? Will there           
need to be limits placed on how many can operate in residential            
areas at any one moment?  It sounds like a logistical nightmare. 

Closing Thoughts 

Regardless of the above concerns, all signs point to a net gain            
across the whole retail landscape if these issues can be ironed           
out; and the world’s largest companies are betting that they will be            
overcome. 

Larger retailers can benefit from more efficient use of smaller          
spaces and reduced shipping costs; smaller retailers can benefit         
from better service and a wider scope of operation, and the           
consumer will be offered more flexibility, nearly real-time        
interaction with products, and most likely a savings in time and           
money.  

Perhaps drone delivery won’t wind up being THE retail         
game-changer that the industry claims it will, but for anyone who           
has a retail business, or is invested in the retail sector, it is             
especially important to pay close attention to this emerging trend. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Why Stablecoins May Be Bitcoin’s Killer App 

 

By Vin Armani  

Since this is the last issue of Counter Markets for 2019, it seems             
appropriate to do a “year in review” article for Bitcoin and           
cryptocurrency. Very few people would disagree that 2017 was         
The Year Of The ICO and 2018 was Crypto Winter. The last year,             
in my opinion, was The Year Of The Stablecoin.  
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In previous issues, I have written extensively about tokens. While          
there have been many tokenization schemes that have been tried,          
none has quite captured the imagination and had staying power          
like the stablecoin. In fact, I am going to make the argument that             
the stablecoin is the killer app not just of platforms like Ethereum,            
but of Bitcoin itself. In this article I will explore what qualifies as a              
killer app (“killer application”), what constitutes a stablecoin, and         
what trends in this space are worth paying attention to and are            
ripe for significant growth. 

Webster defines a “killer app” as “a feature or component that in            
itself makes something worth having or using.” As an         
entrepreneur in a burgeoning space, you will be in constant          
search of the killer app. In hindsight, it is easy to identify the             
feature of a given tool or technology that induced mass adoption.           
In pursuit of profit, 20/20 hindsight is clearly less useful than a            
predictive framework. What you hope to do is enter a space,           
predict the killer app, and then bring a product to market that            
embodies and facilitates that application. My own predictive        
framework consists of three questions 

1. What is the fundamental purpose of this technology? 
2. What is the purest expression of that purpose? 
3. What is the simplest application that is a manifestation of          

that purpose? 

If we take the internet as an example, the initial killer app, the             
feature that in itself made internet access worth having, was          
email. Inarguably, the current killer app is social media, an          
evolution of email. Utilizing the framework above, we can see how           
“email as killer app” could have been predicted. 
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1. The fundamental purpose of the internet is to connect one          
computer (and that computer’s user) to all other computers         
(and users) in a global network. 

2. The purest expression of that purpose would be the ability to           
send meaningful data from one computer (and its user) to          
any other computer and user. 

3. The first application to most purely embody that purpose is          
e-mail. The evolution of email is social media, which we can           
see evidence of even in artifacts such as the “@” symbol           
being used in both applications. 

Although the internet has clearly evolved many more applications         
than email, growth was facilitated by the fact that email addresses           
were so useful to so many people. Email utility was the           
mechanism through which internet access was able to reach a          
critical mass.  

We take for granted that people are “online” all the time, even            
though this is an entirely new phenomenon. Corporations and         
academic institutions were the first places that large groups of          
people were exposed to the internet. By and large, in the early            
days, the only thing those people were doing online was reading           
and sending email. Email was the internet’s killer app. 

Utilizing the same framework, a vision of the stablecoin as          
Bitcoin’s killer app begins to come into view. 

1. The fundamental purpose of Bitcoin is to be a peer-to-peer          
electronic cash system. This is the literal title of the Bitcoin           
white paper. 
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2. The purest expression of that purpose would be an         
electronic analog of physical currency, “cash.” Satoshi       
Nakamoto implies this in the introduction of the white paper          
when, in reference to the problems Bitcoin was created to          
solve, he writes that “These costs and payment uncertainties         
can be avoided in person by using physical currency, but no           
mechanism exists to make payments over a communications        
channel without a trusted party.” 

3. What is the simplest application that is a manifestation of          
that purpose? 

Electronic currency is common. Digital versions of major        
currencies such as the Euro or US Dollar are used by hundreds of             
millions of people every day as they interact with the banking           
networks via credit card networks, wire systems, and the like. This           
form of electronic currency is best referred to as “bank money.” 

Bank money suffers from several shortcomings that are primarily         
the result of the system’s evolution in a time when instant,           
borderless communication simply didn’t exist. The banking       
system is siloed in specific jurisdictions. There are barriers to          
participation, such as the requirement to open and maintain a          
bank account. Unlike cash, the use of digital bank money can only            
happen within certain prescribed and regulated sectors. However,        
Satoshi Nakamoto set out to create “electronic cash.”  

Electronic cash differs from “bank money” in that it is a “purely            
peer-to-peer version of electronic cash” (the first words of the          
white paper). What makes Bitcoin “purely peer-to-peer” is the lack          
of a trusted third party that can reverse or censor transactions.           
Satoshi clearly viewed physical currency, paper cash, as having         
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this “purely peer-to-peer” quality. Satoshi didn’t see fiat        
denomination as the problem that Bitcoin solves. The problem is          
the trusted third parties. 

Bitcoin’s historical volatility, for its first decade, was the feature          
that induced many first adopters to begin participating in the          
network. My own experience of buying Bitcoin at $15 in late 2012            
and watching the exchange rate rise to $1000 not even a year            
later is, no doubt, a significant part of the reason that I chose to              
keep participating in Bitcoin. Because I have a software         
background, my participation has not been limited to simply         
HODLing and evangelism. As any Bitcoin evangelist knows,        
explaining the benefits of the system itself, to new users, is           
difficult. When you add in the challenge of also having to explain            
the value of a new, highly volatile currency, the friction mounts.           
Add to that the fact that even highly competent and experienced           
traders are at a loss to predict or time Bitcoin’s price movements            
and the prospect of the native Bitcoin token being the killer app            
for Bitcoin seems shaky at best. We are looking for the simplest            
application that is a manifestation of peer-to-peer cash. That         
should end up being Bitcoin’s killer app. 

It has become clear to me that the killer app for Bitcoin is a purely               
peer-to-peer version of the US Dollar (USD). More than any other           
currency, the paper US dollar has global demand. According to          
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, 60% of all paper US           
currency is held outside of the borders of the United States. When            
looking at just the $100 note, that percentage rises to 80%.           
People around the world know and trust the US Dollar.  
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We know that Bitcoin can be used to effectively transfer USD           
value. Since 2014, the original stablecoin, Tether (USDT), has         
existed as an Omni Protocol token, moving on the BTC network.           
When fees on BTC made use of these Omni tokens undesirable           
to exchanges, Tether began exploring other networks. As of this          
month, more USDT value is moved over Ethereum’s network than          
the BTC network. However, billions of dollars in value are still held            
as the Omni version of Tether. However, due to a significant user            
experience hurdle, Tether and other stablecoins have not been         
able to manifest an application that is simpler than the native BTC            
or ETH token. For this reason, few can see that fiat-denominated           
stablecoins are Bitcoin’s killer app. 

Stablecoins arose as a way to mitigate price volatility. With the           
introduction of Tether, traders were able to easily exit their Bitcoin           
position to USD-denominated tokens within the confines of an         
exchange’s infrastructure. Since virtually all Bitcoin activity in late         
2014 was speculation on exchanges, Tether became an        
invaluable tool for reducing risk. Unfortunately, Tether has never         
operated fully on the up-and-up and it appears that it is not            
fully-backed by deposits of US Dollars like it claims to be.  

In the last two years, more transparent stablecoins have offered a           
higher degree of trust in their backing. These stablecoins such as           
USDC, Gemini Dollar, and Paxos are almost entirely being         
launched on the Ethereum blockchain as tokens using the         
ERC-20 standard. There is one fully-backed USD stablecoin on         
BCH using the Simple Ledger Protocol, HonestCoin (USDH).        
These coins have still primarily remained as exchange-based        
tools. All have significant user experience friction due to the fact           
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that in order for the tokens to be sent, the user needs to have a               
small amount of the native token, such as ETH to use as “gas”             
(fundamentally a miner fee). So, sending USDC from wallet to          
wallet actually means sending both USDC and ETH. Clearly, that          
doesn’t meet the standard of the simplest application that is a           
manifestation of peer-to-peer electronic cash. 

Stablecoins are certainly simpler in a psychological context. Good         
money is going to be a good medium of exchange, store of value,             
and unit of account. The US dollar has proven itself to be            
(relatively) excellent at providing all three of those monetary         
functions. While you can provide technical and design solutions to          
arrive at superior media of exchange, store of value and unit of            
account are primarily determined by mass psychology and        
network effect. People are comfortable holding onto a particular         
form of currency for extended periods of time if they believe that            
they will be able to spend it in the future and receive equal or              
more goods than they would today. Similarly, goods in the          
marketplace will only be priced in a particular currency if a critical            
mass of buyers are in possession of (and familiar with) that           
currency. Major fiat currencies, such as USD and EUR have the           
network effect that makes them viable stores of value and units of            
account. This is also why I don’t have high hopes for           
collateralized stablecoins such as DAI: there is not a history of           
global trust in the denomination. Were it not for the current UX            
issues plaguing fiat-backed stablecoins, it seems self-evident to        
me that they would be the primary media of exchange for           
everyday purchases among cryptocurrency users. 

Last month I authored a new protocol which was accepted into           
the official specification for the Simple Ledger Protocol on Bitcoin          
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Cash. The purpose of this protocol is to enable SLP tokens,           
including fiat-backed stablecoins such as USDH, to be used in a           
standalone format in wallets. No longer will users need to have           
possession of some amount of base token, such as BCH, in order            
to send USDH from their non-custodial wallet. A fully-backed USD          
stablecoin used in this way, in my opinion, is the simplest           
application that fulfills the purpose of peer-to-peer electronic cash.         
If I am right, it is a foregone conclusion that we are on the cusp of                
the next major movement in cryptocurrency. I see it as a           
fulfillment of Satoshi’s vision and the future of Bitcoin. 
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WEALTH 

Cryptocurrency Predictions For 2020 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Cryptocurrency has immense potential for growth. The overall        
market cap of blockchain assets sits around $200 billion. This          
represents a tiny fraction of government money in circulation         
($200 trillion), the market cap of gold ($8 trillion), daily trading           
volume on the FOREX ($5.1 trillion), and the amount of annual           
commerce conducted around the world ($80 trillion). Gaining        
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market share in any of these categories, especially given the          
limited supply of leading cryptocurrencies, could eventually result        
in much higher prices. 

Additionally, we are seeing more countries simultaneously       
experiencing civil unrest than ever before. Rising prices for food,          
fuel or taxes are driving people to the streets. Protests in France,            
Venezuela, Iran, Iraq, Chile, Ecuador, Bolivia, Lebanon, Hong        
Kong, and elsewhere flash across news screens like the opening          
montage of a post-apocalyptic film. It’s a mathematical certainty         
that unsustainable sovereign debt and currency failures will        
intensify. Because cryptocurrency is borderless and      
permissionless, rapid mass adoption is possible in those        
vulnerable nations. But so far it hasn’t happened very quickly in           
places like Venezuela. These things take time. 

In some ways the cryptocurrency space moves fast. Every day          
there is a blitz of innovation, competition, and regulation         
happening everywhere. In other ways it moves slow. Money and          
banking have taken thousands of years to develop. Adoption of          
cryptocurrency as “money” still seems far away. 

The market is driven by what investors value most. Individuals are           
attracted to cryptocurrency for a variety of ideological reasons.         
Currently, many value them as speculative commodities like        
digital gold. Others see potential to become better money than          
government-issued debt. Others appreciate them as efficient and        
dynamic networks to transfer value. And many early adopters         
value them for privacy, censorship resistance, and financial        
sovereignty. 
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Long-term investors, like us, seek the best-in-class blockchain        
assets that solve real problems. However, neat technology is         
irrelevant if no one uses it. Lack of genuine adoption is a threat to              
the value of certain assets and the industry as a whole. Legacy            
financial institutions (banks) and upstarts like Venmo and        
Facebook are quickly developing technology to compete with        
open blockchains on efficiency. It’s unclear whether normies will         
adopt cryptocurrency en masse when comparable services are        
offered in a currency they’re already accustomed to. 

Incidentally, the success of cryptocurrency as money is not         
guaranteed. Yet, I remain bullish over the long term because of           
what the technology is capable of. We gladly accept         
cryptocurrency as payment for our products and never convert it          
to government money. And we continue to build tools to make           
cryptocurrency more useful because we believe in expanding        
economic freedom. 

Despite the seemingly long winter in the 2018-2019 market, the          
promise of cryptocurrency is alive and well going into 2020. The           
next twelve months will be exciting for the ecosystem, but that           
doesn’t automatically mean the value of cryptocurrencies will        
increase. I don’t anticipate a huge pop in prices in 2020, but there             
will be winners and losers. 

From my perspective, the 2020 cryptocurrency market appears to         
be headed for a dip at the beginning of the year with a period of               
sideways action before gaining strength toward the end of the          
year. Here’s why: 
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2019 Market Review 

2019 Chart of Total Cryptocurrency Market Capitalization 

Although it still feels like cryptocurrency is in a bear market with            
prices remaining well below their all-time highs, 2019 saw strong          
positive gains. The industry began the year with a market cap of            
around $120B and is closing the year in the $200B range. Bitcoin            
(BTC) began the year at $3758 and is closing around $7500 in            
December. 

Most investors would conclude that 2019 was a very successful          
year for the asset class. However, it seems lackluster compared          
to the explosive growth in 2017 when the overall market cap           
broke above $800B. After a swift dramatic rise in Bitcoin (BTC)           
from $3200 to over $12,000 in June, the markets have been on a             
relatively boring steady decline which will likely continue into         
2020. 

While the talking heads kept promising that “institutional money”         
was coming in 2019, it only appeared to trickle into the space.            
The much heralded launch of futures trading for Bitcoin by Bakkt           
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in September opened to crickets with trading volume of only          
$280,000. Yet trading on Bakkt has gained significant momentum         
lately reaching daily volumes over $6.5M by December. This         
increased volume is encouraging going into 2020, but it may not           
be enough to spark the next explosive bull run. 

In 2019, we began to see a contraction of custodial exchanges in            
the US along with the birth of new decentralized exchanges          
(DEX). Fearing regulatory burdens, custodial exchanges like       
Binance and Poloniex stopped servicing United States customers.        
Bittrex also blocked US users from trading more than 32          
cryptocurrencies. Gemini remains one of the only exchanges to         
service New York customers. Although it is still relatively easy to           
buy cryptocurrency through Coinbase and others in Western        
countries, declining trading options is not a positive sign. 

At the same time, new offers include ShapeShift’s self-custody         
exchange and a variety of other peer-to-peer exchanges without         
KYC requirements like Local.Bitcoin.com and non-custodial swap       
services like SideShift and CoinZark which are positive signs of          
cryptocurrencies’ resiliency. 

Initial coin offerings (ICOs) for permissionless fundraising of        
crypto projects were noticeably missing in 2019. Regulations        
made them virtually extinct. This appears to have slowed the pace           
of innovation of new “tokens” and new features for existing          
blockchains. However, new projects like Grin, Beam, and Pegnet         
launched the old-fashioned way – mining themselves into        
existence. 

Communities around top cryptocurrencies like BTC, ETH, BCH,        
EOS and BSV continued to produce new innovations. These         
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projects have unique value propositions and challenges to        
overcome. In my view, they represent the most promising projects          
in 2020 (more on this soon). 

Surprisingly, real-world use of cryptocurrency in actual commerce        
grew by 65% in the first half of 2019 compared to 2018. Forbes             
reported: 

After being given up for dead, cryptocurrency-based       
commerce -- albeit still tiny -- has started growing again. 

The amount of digital money sent to 16 merchant service          
providers such as BitPay rose 65% between January and         
July, according to data researcher Chainalysis.  

… 

The overall amount of crypto used in commerce remains         
tiny: It was $5.5 million on average per day in July, up            
from only about $3 million in January. Starbucks alone         
books about $70 million in sales daily. 

… 

Increased use of Tether -- a so-called stablecoin because its          
price doesn’t typically fluctuate much -- gave crypto        
commerce a boost, with the token’s use in commerce         
increasing five-fold between January and July, according to        
the researcher. In those seven months, Tether accounted for         
9% of all commerce, Chainalysis said. 

The increase of cryptocurrency use in commerce is a very          
positive sign but it’s still far from “mass adoption” and doesn’t           
justify current valuations. A USD stablecoin Tether being used in          
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commerce was an entirely new phenomenon in 2019 and may          
foreshadow where the industry is heading. (See Vin’s article this          
month for more insight about this development.) 

All in all, 2019 was mostly positive. Innovations will continue in           
2020 even if the market struggles. 

Why Is Cryptocurrency Valuable? 

Bear markets force us to question what is valuable about          
cryptocurrencies and blockchain assets. 

At the moment, cryptocurrency is primarily used as a speculative          
asset. As such, the market seems to be driven by technical           
(chart) traders who don’t concern themselves much with        
fundamentals like news, real-world use, innovations,      
accomplishments, etc. Put another way, good or bad news in the           
industry does very little to sway the price. Instead, the market           
moves because traders are placing bets on what other traders are           
doing and what they’ll do in the future. Speculative markets tend           
to follow repetitive patterns revealed in charts. This is how I was            
able to identify the market bottom in May’s issue. 
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6-year chart of total market cap of cryptocurrency 

If the pattern above holds true, we could see the market continue            
downward in 2020. (More on this in the predictions below.) 

Speculators and long-term cryptocurrency investors believe      
cryptocurrency has a bright future. But what are they speculating          
on? That it will be another Forex asset for gambling? Better           
money for the world? More use in commerce? More efficient          
settlement ledger? The promise of more economic sovereignty for         
individuals? All of the above? 

I found Bitcoin in 2011 because I was interested in honest money.            
Bitcoin had just reached 1-to-1 parity with the US dollar at $1 per             
bitcoin, alerting me that perhaps it could compete with political          
money. It was borderless, permissionless, decentralized, private,       
fast and cheap to transfer, and it had a known supply. Before            
long, it was being used as currency on the Silk Road and other             
ecommerce sites. Bitcoin looked to be on the fast track to           
compete as money. 
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Prior to Bitcoin, there were two monetary reform camps:         
Goldbugs versus Greenbackers. Each recognized the faults of our         
current debt-based fractional reserve monetary system and the        
central bank printing press. While they agreed on the description          
of the problem, they differ on prescriptions to solve it. Goldbugs           
want a return to the gold standard of tethering the supply of            
dollars to reserves of gold, while Greenbackers (named for         
Lincoln’s greenbacks printed to pay for the Civil War) want to           
replace the Fed with the Treasury to print interest-free money. 

It was nothing more than an interesting academic debate for a tiny            
fringe group until after the financial collapse of 2007-2008.         
Despite their differences in prescriptions, prominent goldbug       
Congressman Ron Paul teamed up with greenbackers Dennis        
Kucinich and Bernie Sanders to use the crisis as an opportunity to            
pass the first-ever audit of the Federal Reserve. The audit          
revealed trillions of secret bank bailouts and other unrevealed         
“loans” made during the crisis. 

Guess what happened after this revelation? Nothing. Absolutely        
nothing. The Fed continues to print money to paper over losses           
without audits. As a result, the cost of assets are being propped            
up and the cost of living continues to rise. 

When Bitcoin burst onto the scene, it grabbed the attention of           
younger goldbugs and greenbackers. Finally another option was        
available to take on the most powerful entities on the planet. A            
stateless, open source, decentralized currency with a known        
supply and zero debt attached had obvious appeal for both          
camps. Private, cheap, censorship-resistant transactions provided      
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an unstoppable way to buy drugs or gamble online and avoid           
capital controls in places like Cyprus and China. Powerful. 

For a while, Bitcoin maintained incredible energy fueled by true          
believers; but camps began to diverge according to their values,          
and Bitcoin splintered into several projects leading to a new          
industry called cryptocurrency. 

Bitcoin (BTC) became dominated by a group which sought to          
optimize it as digital gold, seemingly to build a 21st century           
version of the gold standard. As a result, they focused on security            
and decentralization. The trade-offs limited BTC’s use as a         
payment network and its ability to do tokenization and         
programmable payments. 

Once tokens and smart contracts were off the table for BTC,           
Vitalik Buterin and others built Ethereum (ETH) to fill that gap.           
The ICO craze incubated a lot of development on Ethereum,          
making it one of the most used blockchains today. The ETH           
community primarily values decentralized finance (DeFi). Since its        
launch, a host of competitors have emerged. 

The part of the Bitcoin community that values fast, cheap, reliable,           
peer-to-peer transactions as a mechanism for more economic        
freedom forked the network into Bitcoin Cash (BCH). BCH also          
re-enabled the potential for tokenization and programmable       
payments. 

Shortly after that, Bitcoin SV (BSV) split from BCH and focused           
on building a blockchain to host non-monetary data like         
messages, images, and videos. 
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Personally, what I value most about cryptocurrency has changed         
over the years as I have gained a better understanding of the            
technology’s potential and observing how it’s being used. 

Although I still believe that a stateless cryptocurrency could         
become “money” some day, I now feel that it’s unlikely to happen            
in my lifetime. Using it as digital gold to hedge against inflation            
has value in regions where the nation’s currency is a trainwreck,           
but bitcoin has not been a reliable store of value against the US             
dollar for the past two years. And blockchains will indeed make           
the trading of equities and other assets more honest and efficient,           
but that won’t result in a coin gaining value. 

So that leads me to value it most as a peer-to-peer value-transfer            
network that anyone in the world can use. In today’s climate, the            
question is what type of value do average people want to           
transact? (Again, see Vin’s article.) 

Market Predictions for 2020 

Sorry, mass adoption is NOT around the corner. While         
institutional money is indeed dipping its toe into the         
cryptocurrency market, the general public remains skeptical. It        
appears that most of the world’s monetary activists and tech          
geeks have already discovered cryptocurrency, while the majority        
of normies simply don’t care. 
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Normies don’t understand or care how money works under the          
hood. They just care if it buys them a sandwich. They likely won’t             
be motivated to go through the friction of learning about and           
switching to a more complicated currency unless their money         
experiences serious turmoil. In other words, unless there is a          
major collapse of the US dollar or euro in 2020, normies will not             
be flocking to cryptocurrency. 

As evidence, Bitcoin promoters Capital Creators released a very         
revealing video in November showing the difficulty of giving away          
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free cryptocurrency on a college campus. Even the few people          
who had heard of bitcoin or cryptocurrency didn’t want it. Watch           
the video below to see the challenges of spreading adoption that           
the crypto community faces. 
 

 
Click image to watch video 

The conclusion of the video shows how easy it is to give away             
dollars to college students. The video illustrates the challenges of          
cryptocurrency becoming “money” – which most investors are        
betting on. 

But, remember, the majority of people speculating on        
cryptocurrency do not care about fundamentals. They view it as          
an exciting new asset class with a scarce supply that can be            
traded to make more “real” money to buy Lambos. As such, the            
speculative wave may continue in 2020 and the foreseeable         
future.  
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Upon studying charts of the market, the trend appears to be           
headed lower into 2020. I wouldn’t be surprised if Bitcoin          
(BTC) hits the $3000 range in the first quarter of 2020. And if             
patterns hold true, the market will flatten out for many months,           
likely bouncing between $3000-$5000. Whether it moves       
dramatically higher or lower beyond that point will be determined          
by a clearer picture of its usefulness.  

It is possible for major events to change the technical pattern in            
2020. The Bitcoin halving (where the issuance of new bitcoin to           
miners is cut in half) will happen in May 2020. Many view this as a               
signal that the price will go up because there will be fewer bitcoins             
available on markets. However, Litecoin’s recent halving was a         
non-event.  

Another event that could spark enthusiasm and drive demand to          
new levels is if governments add cryptocurrency to their foreign          
reserves. Conversely, governments can also ban the use of         
stateless cryptocurrencies which could be a big enough event to          
cool the markets. 

In terms of innovation, perhaps a successful launch of Facebook’s          
Libra could ignite more interest into the space. Other than that, I            
think the technical pattern will probably hold in 2020. And if it            
does, there’s a chance that the market could experience an          
upswing near the end of the year. In cryptocurrency, an upswing           
could mean a doubling or tripling of the year’s lows.  

So we could see a low of around $3000/BTC bounce to highs            
above $9000/BTC by the end of the year. Time will tell if the next              
bull market has enough traction to break out to new all-time highs            
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in 2021 or if Bitcoin’s (BTC) limitations cast more doubt on the            
space. 

Cryptocurrencies to Watch in 2020 

The tokens on blockchain networks will gain value if they are           
scarce and there is demand to use the network. Because of that,            
the most useful/used networks will be the most valuable over          
time. Since no cryptocurrency has a network effect that         
approaches mainstream adoption yet, they’ll require a strong        
community and capital to drive them forward.  

In 2020, there are only a handful that interest me long term. 

Bitcoin Cash (BCH) – It’s no secret that Bitcoin Cash is our            
favorite cryptocurrency. It’s useful and scalable as a peer-to-peer         
cash system, and there are only 21 million coins. Out of all the             
coins, it has the most merchants accepting it for payments,          
enables simple tokenization of anything, privacy and smart        
contracts, and it has a very talented and driven community. BCH           
also has the media backing of Bitcoin.com along with its new           
$200M investment fund. Plus, our new secret project built on          
Bitcoin Cash could significantly increase the amount of BCH         
transactions. Stay tuned for more on that! 

Ethereum (ETH) – Although Ethereum has not set an upper limit           
to its supply, the blockchain is being used for real-world          
transactions. The most used stablecoins are ERC-20 tokens on         
Ethereum, which may be the killer app of decentralized finance.          
Ethereum is valuable because it holds billions in assets other than           
ETH, and ETH is the “gas” needed to power transactions.          
Ethereum has a strong community and the ecosystem is well          
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funded. My primary concern for Ethereum is that it can’t scale to            
offer fast, cheap, reliable transactions. Transaction fees recently        
spiked to $30 and many have concerns that a hardfork or           
sharding upgrade to scale capacity will not go smoothly. 

Monero (XMR) – Monero is interesting because it remains the          
best-in-class privacy coin. Once Monero’s supply of 18.3 million         
coins are mined, the system continues to create new coins at a            
slow predictable rate forever. If demand for more private         
transactions increases, Monero could increase in value. However,        
one concern is that regulated exchanges are delisting it because          
they can’t comply with KYC (know your customer laws), reducing          
its liquidity. In my view, that’s a strong admission that its           
anonymity actually works well. 

Bitcoin SV (BSV) – Bitcoin SV has the same limited supply as            
BTC and BCH with 21 million. BSV’s unique value proposition is           
storing non-monetary data on the blockchain. That doesn’t        
interest me much, but it could attract users. While I don’t like            
BSV’s leadership, they are clearly willing to invest in their own           
ecosystem and they have a dedicated community of worshippers. 

Bitcoin (BTC) – I don’t believe Bitcoin BTC has a bright future            
unless it changes course to fix its blockchain. It can’t compete           
with other value-transfer networks on efficiency and user        
experience, and its hope of becoming “money” in the near future           
is dim. Layer-two solutions like Lightning Network and Liquid will          
not solve all the scaling and usability issues without additional          
trade-offs. However, in terms of the price going up, BTC may still            
have another couple of big runs due to its current dominance,           
name recognition and true believers of the “digital gold” meme. 
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Other assets that I’m following are EOS, DASH, BNB, BAT, and           
some small caps like SPICE, ONG and PEG.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin continued its downtrend last month, with prices declining         
from about $9300 at the start of the month to a low of roughly              
$6700 towards the end of November. Prices did bounce off that           
low immediately, on heavy volume, and have remained in the          
$7300 to $7500 range that we’re at today.  

Aside from the brief dip to $6700, Bitcoin has held the support            
level of $7200 pretty well. Prices need to form a solid base here             
before we can proceed higher, and the base won’t be set until it’s             
tested and bounced off several times over. It seems each time           
Bitcoin was headed higher last month, news out of China sent it            
trading sharply lower.  

The news isn’t anything noteworthy at all, but anytime there’s          
mention of the People’s Bank of China and wanting to eliminate           
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Bitcoin, the prices plummet. To be fair, China is the most active            
country in the world when it comes to Bitcoin trading and mining.            
The volume on the Chinese exchanges far exceeds anything         
that’s going on in the USA, so it makes some sense that when the              
Chinese government comes out swinging, that traders respond by         
selling. The only problem is that China’s been saying the same           
thing for the past 5+ years, and they’ve done next to nothing to             
curb Bitcoin use there, because it’s impossible. Given the         
decentralization of Bitcoin, and the fact that anyone with an          
internet connection can use it, there is precisely nothing the          
Chinese government can even do if they did want to shut it down.             
For now it’s just a lot of saber rattling that’s resulting in a bunch of               
volatility, both up and down over the past few weeks.  

We also have news out of the Chicago Mercantile exchange that           
they plan to launch a new options product based on the Bitcoin            
futures contracts that currently exist. These are sure to be a           
speculator’s dream, as they can purchase way outside the money          
options in hopes of several thousand percent returns. It’s         
expected to launch in early 2020; however, there is no firm date            
set.  

Bakkt, which has the only Bitcoin futures product that’s settled          
with physical bitcoin at the end of the day, announced another           
record-breaking trading day. Volume got off to a slow start in Sept            
and resulted in somewhat of a letdown for traders who expected it            
to take off. However, volume is on the rise, and quickly. As            
institutions sign up and deploy their capital, we’re seeing more          
and more trading activity, meaning more demand for Bitcoin to          
settle the day’s activity. You can see the recent spike in activity on             
the chart below. Daily volume has gone from a few hundred           
thousand to over $15 million per day last month.  
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Trading activity still has a ways to go before it makes a significant             
impact on Bitcoin prices, but at the growth rate we’re seeing, that            
could be sooner than expected. As volume here picks up,          
demand for Bitcoin will pick up as well because it’s required for            
settlement needs. That increased demand, combined with the        
50% reduced rewards for mining in the near future, could create a            
situation where there’s a supply shortage. Should that happen,         
we’ll see prices go up dramatically.  

From our perspective, the picture still remains quite bullish for          
Bitcoin. Despite government whining, demand is increasing,       
usage is increasing, transactions per day are increasing, and         
ease of use is increasing.  

For those of you who don’t own any, we suggest using Coinbase            
to take your first position. Be careful with your position sizing;           
don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also expect         
major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more in a            
matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

 

Silver prices dropped rather sharply at the start of November,          
from the $17.60 range to about $16.90. From there it remained           
nearly flat the remainder of the month, trading between $16.90          
and $17.20, ending the month around the $17 level we’re at           
currently. Gold traded similarly last month, although it managed to          
put in a late month surge in price that silver missed out on. 

This tedious slow-moving action is simply price consolidation and         
forming a base. Prices will stay in a tight range, form a support             
level, then eventually some catalyst will tip the scales and send it            
moving sharply out of the trading range. Silver tried to form a            
base at $17.50 in October, and it failed. Now it’s trying to form             
another at $17.00. It looks solid for the month of November; we’ll            
see if it can hold through December as well.  

The gold-to-silver ratio today sits at 87, up from 84 last month.            
This means gold outperformed silver last month, and we’re         
creeping back towards the historic high of 89 that was set not long             
ago. We’re at extreme levels here, as the historical gold-to-silver          
ratio is 60, meaning we’d need to see silver at $25 just to get back               
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to the historical average. That doesn’t mean it will happen          
anytime soon, though, it could take years for mean reversion to           
occur.  

The main reason for lack of action currently is the market is in             
wait-and-see mode with regards to the trade war with China. If the            
USA and China can agree to roll back some tariffs and sign a new              
deal, we’ll see equities take off and gold/silver should sell off. If            
we see trade talks break down and new tariffs go into effect            
mid-December, we’ll likely see equities sell off, and gold and          
silver move up in price.  

If we don’t get news on the trade war front, there’s always interest             
rate cuts, bad economic data, recession fears, a new South          
American trade war, and who knows what else. The catalyst for           
higher prices can really come from anything that puts fear into the            
market. Right now, investors are pretty complacent and there’s         
not much fear of bad news or economic turmoil priced in, which is             
why silver prices are trading lower here.  

We talked briefly last month about how investor demand for silver           
only accounts for about 20% of demand. The other 80% comes           
from practical use of the metal in everything from water filters to            
solar panels. This is something to keep in mind if you’re taking a             
position, as the economic growth could drive silver prices higher          
even more than a flight to safety during an equities sell off.  

Ultimately, not much has changed here since last month. All the           
elements are still in place for a significant move higher in silver.            
Commercial demand is on the rise, historical extremes in price,          
interest rate cuts, and low investor demand. For those of you who            
have been waiting to take a position in silver, this is a great             
opportunity, as prices have come off recent highs. You can find           
great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.           
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (January 2020) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

5 Trends We WANT To See in 2020 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Do You Know Your Real Customer? 

SELF SUFFICIENCY 

Homesteading for Food Freedom and Independence 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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